JONATHAN WORTH DANIELS, journalist, editor, author, alumnus of this University A. B. (1921), M. A. (1922), and now editor of the Raleigh News and Observer, continues the great tradition established by his father, the late Josephus Daniels, of presenting with honesty and interpreting with intelligence the news of the world, the state, and the community to an ever-growing host of readers. Contributor to national journals and member of important national bodies, he has established a reputation as a writer and public servant which extends far beyond the borders of this state. At various times he has served as administrative assistant to the President of the United States, as Democratic National Committeeman and as member of the United Nations sub-committee on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities.

One of the University's most distinguished living authors, whose half-dozen books include A Southerner Discovers the South (1933), Tar Heels: A Portrait of North Carolina (1941), The Man of Independence (1949), and The End of Innocence (1954), Mr. Daniels represents with intellectual courage the progressive spirit of the New South. His trenchant pen, his forthright convictions, and his penetrating observations on the contemporary scene have earned for him national distinction; and in bestowing on him the degree of Doctor of Laws his alma mater delights to honor his achievements.

Commencement, 1955.